Complex patterns of immediate early gene induction in rat brain following brightness discrimination training and pseudotraining.
Following training of rats on a footshock-motivated brightness discrimination task in a Y-maze, different sets of transcription factor encoding immediate early genes (IEGs) were induced in anatomically distinct brain regions. As revealed by Northern analysis, mRNA levels of c-fos, jun-B and zif/268 increased in the hippocampus, while the expression of c-jun remained unchanged over a period of 7 h. In the cerebral cortex, c-jun was induced in addition to the other genes examined. In contrast, only c-fos, but not c-jun or zif/268 mRNAs were increased in the cerebellum. The induction of IEGs was rapid and transient, reaching maximal levels immediately after training and returning to basal levels within 2 h. Similar spatiotemporal expression patterns were observed in rats that received identical, but unpaired, stimuli in a pseudotraining procedure. Our results suggest that the initial prerequisites of learning, such as stimulus novelty, lead to an increased expression of IEG mRNAs after training and pseudotraining as an early necessary but not sufficient precondition for memory consolidation. Additional converging inputs might control at the transcriptional, translational or post-translational level the synthesis and biological effectiveness of proteins necessary to complete the formation of the memory trace in trained animals.